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    The Terrain Intersection Shader can be used with a Surface Replicator to resolve the distribution of 
instances over the intersection of terrains.  The Texture Map Filter is a Terrain Primitive layer that can be 
used to store a height map externally from the main scene file or to be applied as a filter layer to control 
the terrain elevation.

    To install the plugin extract the contents of the compressed zip package into the Carrara\Extensions 
sub-folder.  The plugin must also be installed into the ..\Extensions folder of all render nodes.  To remove
the plugs users must delete the TerrainIntersection.mcx, TerrainIntersection.dat, TerrainIntersection.txt, 
MapFilter.mcx, MapFilter.dat and MapFilter.txt files.  

    Macintosh users should open the Carrara installation folder (typically /Applications/Carrara).  Right-
click on the Carrara or Carrara Pro application and then choose "Show Package Content".  Navigate to 
"Contents/MacOS/Extensions" then copy the TerrainIntersection.mcx, TerrainIntersection.dat, 
TerrainIntersection.txt, MapFilter.mcx, MapFilter.dat and MapFilter.txt files into that folder.   

   Once installed the Terrain Intersection shader can be found in the main shader list or under the 
Sparrowhawke3D submenu.  The Texture Map Filter is added to the list of Filters in the Terrain 
Primitive.



Using the Terrain Intersection Shader

Where Terrain Primitives and other objects intersect the higher terrain will be rendered.  If the Surface 
Replicator is used to distribute plants and stones over the terrain these will become buried beneath any 
higher terrain.  The Terrain Intersection shader can be used to prevent distribution where any terrains 
overlap.  The plugin can also be used where there are boulders and buildings on the terrain or where 
rivers, lakes lie over the terrain.  The Terrain Intersection Shader only works in the global vertical Z axis.

Use the Terrain Intersection Shader with a Surface Replicator to control the Distribution.



Change the Top Shader to Multi Channel to get access to the full list of shaders and operators.

The Distribution shader will look for a value from the color channel.  Change the Color channel to use the
Terrain Intersection shader, which may be found under a Sparrowhawke3D sub menu.  Select any terrains
that intersect with the terrain used by the surface replicator and other large objects in the scene that sit on 
the terrain.



Set the Surface Replicator to Use Shader.

Repeat the process for any other terrains that intersect with each other using a new master Distribution 
Shader and selecting any other different terrain objects in the scene.

Any point on the terrain which is lower than the intersecting terrain will return black to the shader.  The 
Grey Height allows for a grey area around the intersections where grey is returned by the shader.  Where 
the intersecting terrain is only higher by a value less than the Grey Height some replicated instances will 
be possible but less likely.



Check the Inverted flag to return the opposite result to the shader so the replicator will only place objects
where there is an intersection.  This can be used to isolate replicas under a river on into a specific 
geometric area, a farm field for example.

Using the Texture Map Filter Terrain Layer

Add the Texture Map Filter into the layers list or change the top filter layer.

The default texture map orientation has the terrain local X axis in the positive from left to right and Y in 
the positive from bottom to top.  Use the texture map controls to change the orientation.  

The Texture Map Filter works in four modes; Multiply, Absolute, Add and Subtract.



Multiply

Multiply mode has a similar function to the Zero Edge Filter.  Where there is black in the texture map it 
will level the terrain to zero.  White areas on the texture map will not effect the height.  Use this mode to 
shape a coastline or a custom mountain range over otherwise random terrain.

Setting the Range Limit will change the relative heights at which the map is applied.  Raising the lower 
range limit above zero will change the minimum terrain levels where the map is black.  Lowering the 
upper range limit will lower the overall terrain levels.

Check the Limit in Multiply option to use the Min and Max Height values to set the range limit.  These 
will be compared to the heights generated by any layers above the Texture Map Filter.



Absolute

Absolute mode replaces the whole terrain layer at the level with a texture map.  Adjust the min and max 
height values to the correct scale for the terrain in the scene.  Absolute mode has a similar function to the 
Map Import feature except that the map can be stored out of the main scene file.  Uncheck the default 
option to Save height map in file to reduce the scene file size.  The map can be changed without needing 
to reimport it.  Use the reload button in the texture map UI to load any changes made while the scene file 
is open.

The Range Limits do not apply in Absolute mode.



Add

In Add mode the texture map will build up the surface over any existing terrain layers.  Where the map is 
black the minimum height will be added and where the map is white the Max Height value will be added.
 When the Min Height is set to 0 the levels will not change where the map is black.

The Range Limits do not apply in Add mode.



Subtract

In Subtract mode the texture map will cut into the surface over any existing terrain layers.  Where the 
map is black the minimum height will be subtracted and where the map is white the Max Height value 
will be subtracted.  Setting the Min Height to 0 will not change the terrain where the map is black.

The Range Limits do not apply in Subtract mode.

Tips and Tricks

• Use a larger cube or plane where possible in place of buildings and other objects that cover the 
terrain for faster results. 

• Terrain distribution is in local space of the terrain model so if the terrain is lowered in the scene 
below a z=0 waterline the shader will need to have the altitudes changed.  For example for grass to
be 10ft above the level of a river then when a terrain base is at -100 feet the grass min alitude 
needs to be 110ft.  That is for the Terrain Grass but the original elevation is better and can be 
global.

• Multiply the Terrain Intersection by a Zone Falloff shader with a hidden spherical zone as large as 
the terrain to concentrate grass and other small props to the centre of the scene.

• Temporarily change the Terrain Shader to use the Distribution Shader of the Surface Replicator 
then bake out the intersection results to a texture map.  Replace the Terrain Intersection shader 
with the texture map and use it with batch renders.

• If a coloured image is loaded in the Texture Map Filter only the red channel is used to adjust the 
height values. 



Known Issues

• Surface replication with distribution (other than with texture maps) are not performed consistently 
when a scene file is loaded nor when changes are made to the distribution shaders.  Even when a 
shader change is made note that the distribution is quicker than when it is done in the model room 
within the replicator/  Only by entering the model room and hitting the Distribute button is the full
replication process done.  This issue is not exclusive to the Terrain Intersection shader.

• Full rendering terrain mesh detail is not available for the intersection calculation.  Set terrain 
preview quality as high as is practical.

• Don't spam the shader UI.  If it becomes unresponsive hit the [Esc] key.  There will be a time 
delay as the shader preview and icon is processed.

Possible and Planned Improvements

• To have the Terrain Intersection optionally work for 3D rather than only in the Z axis by use of an 
offset from surface test

Support

The Terrain Intersection Shader and Texture Map Filter are parts of the user supported Patreon project.
 Free versions of the Terrain plugins will be released in August 2019.  

You can use it in any project, commercial or otherwise.  You may not repackage, redistribute or sell the 
Terrain Plugins.

For bug reports, comments, feedback and suggestions email me, Jeremy@Sparrowhawke3D.com.
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